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ART&HISTORY



TENDER IS THE NIGHT
THE LEGEND OF THE FITZGERALD’S

The story of the Hôtel Belles Rives starts with the infatuation 
of a «Lost Generation» for the French Riviera, when American 
intellectuals and jet setters fell in love with this romantic 
stretch of sand and beaches... 

In 1925, Juan les Pins became home to the notorious Zelda and 
Scott Fitzgerald who rented a private sea side villa called the 
« Villa Saint-Louis ».

Of course, this is where « Tender is the Night » was written. 
But it is also where Scott and his  extravagant wife indulged in 
wild parties, hosting celebrities such as Rudolph Valentino or 
the Hemingways…  

A life of music, dancing, champagne and sweet decadence... 
and the Fitzgerald fired up quiet Juan les Pins to a roaringly 
glamourous attraction for artists, politicians and stars. 

A few years later, the Villa Saint-Louis became the Hôtel Belles 
Rives.



THE «ESTENE» SAGA

Right about the same time, thousands of miles away 
from the Mediterranean, Boma Estène parts from his 
native Russia and heads for Paris, then Antibes, with 
childhood dreams of freedom and independence. 

In 1929, he rents the Villa Saint-Louis.  His wife Simone 
came from a famous dynasty of hoteliers and had been 
running the Splendide in Antibes.  Quickly, the huge 
villa became the ideal project for a hotel : the Belles 
Rives, first sea side hotel on the Riviera, is born. 

Between 1930 and 1931, the family adds an aisle and 
two stories to a building that now counts 44 rooms.   

From Boma and Simone’s union, three children were 
born : Georges, Raïna-Laure, also known as «Laurette» 
and Casimir.  

After Boma’s death in 1970, Casimir hels his mother run 
the hotel, before taking over its full responsibility and 
increasing its reputation.

A family story : in 2001, Marianne Estène-Chauvin 
acquires the Belles Rives, thus making her grandfather 
Boma’s dreams come true.  After 70 years of hard work, 
the hotel is now fully owned by the Estènes.



AN ERA OF RENEWAL
Today, the hotels Belles Rives and Juana embody eternal charm. More than hotels, they can be 
considered homes, full of warmth and life. That is thanks to the rigueur and finesse of a cultivated 
woman, who strives to preserve their history all the while letting a whimsical wind of pure folly blow 
through their doors. 

Indeed, a sweet mix of «sense and sensibility» purveys on this road to the mythical Cap d’Antibes. A 
road Marianne Estène-Chauvin has come to know from her early childhood on, falling in the footsteps 
of her grandfather Boma and uncle Casimir, founding fathers of the Belles Rives. 

The responsibility of nurturing this legend would be bestowed upon her eventually. But first, she 
studied Art History with a preference for Egyptology, in Paris, where she was born. Then, as if guided 
by the hand of fate, a gallery owner asked her for advice on a small Egyptian statue he had just 
acquired. He ended up hiring Marianne, who was thrown into a whirlwind of cultural enlightment. 
Those were the first days of Beaubourg, when soon to be famous designers and artists, such as André 
Putman or the Poirier’s, were close acquaintances. 

The young woman’s world was no less binary. Winters, her job and studies lay in the heart of Paris’ 
throbbing art scene, whilst summers would be spent by the sea, under Juan les Pins’ warm sun, 
working hard at the Belles Rives. No doubt, the ideal way to wake up to reality : ever since she was 17, 
Marianne would stay backstage at the hotel, giving a hand at reception, in the laundry room, waking 
up early to go to the market. 



Then comes the departure... first of all a holiday to meet up with the man who became her husband, 
expatriated to Morocco at the time. " What was meant to be a short stay of a month became a stay of 
10 years, and for sure the best years of my life»

In Casablanca, Marianne befriends Leila Faraoui, the moroccan wife of a reputed architect who was 
very keen on contemporary art. The tandem open the «Nadar» gallery, a first in Morocco. From one 
day to the other one could discover artists who were unknown at the time but who then became 
spearheads of « l’Institut du Monde Arabe».

After a photographic exhibition on colonial architecture of the 30’s in Morocco, Marianne becomes 
aware of «the importance of the current Art Déco in the country but also and more importantly of 
the Belles Rives, a heritage to protect»  Faithful to her family, Marianne goes bach to France and 
proposes to help her uncle Casimir who then owned the luxury establishment.

In 2001, Marianne becomes President and opens the Belles Rives the same year. She baptises the 
gastronomic restaurant : La Passagère and inscribes the hotel to l’Inventaire du Patrimoine du XXème 
siècle. 

In 2006, she buys the Hotel Juana and in 2009, she creates The Bistrot Terrasse. The concept is partly 
bistrot, partly wine bar with a design wine display and a showcase of pastries.
In 2009 the Belles Rives beach is completely renewed: its restaurant is open for lunch and diner and 
the site welcomes every thursday night the famous live DJ parties «Villa Belles Rives».
In 2012, she names her right hand man Stéphane Vuillaume, Director of the Group Belles Rives.

In 2017, Antoine Chauvin-Estène joins Groupe Belles Rives alongside his mother.



STYLE
THE BELLES RIVES

Off the road to Cap d’Antibes, a palace kisses 
the blue waters of the Mediterranean, at 
the crossroads of legend, excellence and 
savoir-faire. 

Every inch of the hotel sings a hymn to  
1930’s style. 
Its  soothing atmosphere shines through a 
long study of archives, a vow to preserve 
its authentic elegance, a choice of only the 
finest architects and designers who work 
only with the most precious fabrics, stones, 
paintings.  



THE LOBBY

With excellence in mind.  That is how the Grand Hall was restored to 
its past grandeur.  Under the watchful eye of interior designer Olivier 
Antoine, it recovered its historic colors, enhanced by thin linings 
of gold and silver.  Three bronze ceiling lamps came to illuminate 
theses details and emphasize their luminous quality. 
A unique and ancient process was put to use for the floors :
the Venitian «Terrazzo».   A wave-like mosaic motif borders the room, 
framed by large marble tiles.



Completely refurbished during the winter 2016 , La Passagère, 
recently awarded one Michelin Star, maintains its art deco 
grandeur with a modern touch. The nicest thing, the view on 
the Mediterranean sea, has not changed and it is still there to 
ensure unforgettable sensations…

Designer Olivier Antoine redesigned the space to include 
contemporary pieces that speak to the restaurant’s 
sophisticated, imaginative and airy setting while conserving 
its Art Deco roots.
A Carrara white marble floor with a vibrant mosaic center 
ushers guests into the main entrance. Magnificent chandeliers 
illuminate the room filled with art from the 1930’s and hand-
painted Bernardaud porcelain plates, featuring scenes from 
the hotel’s surroundings. Colorful hand-blown glass created 
by artisans from the nearby city of Biot enhance the warmth of 
the space, while ceramic rosettes and oversized mirror panels 
hang from the ceiling, allowing bright colors to ricochet and 
reflect throughout. Additional design features include a mix 
of green and blue fabric benches, custom Ruhlmann chairs 
covered with celadon leather, tall white pillars with intricate 
hand-painted designs and oversized windows. 

The terrace is one of the most glamorous of the French 
Riviera, with its breath-taking view over the Esterel and the 
Lerins Islands. All around, charming Mediterranean plants 
like buganvillae and olive trees will seduce you with their 
flavours while the nights are illuminated by white and blue 
lanterns…so Belles Rives…

R E S T A U R A N T G A S T R O N O M I Q U E



GOuRmET
EXPERIENCE

La Passagère is awarded one Michelin Star since 2016.

Aurélien Véquaud, Chef of the Gourmet Restaurant La Passagère

Steve Moracchini, Pastry Chef - Awarded "Pastry Chef of the Year" - Gault & Millau 2016



FITZGERALD
PIANO BAR

The Bar Fitzgerald has entered the exclusive circle 
of listed European bars. 

Moleskine bar, club leather seats, panoramic views, 
master paintings, piano bar, smoke room... 
Time stands still in this place where elegance and 
fine lifestyle walk hand in hand.   

To enjoy a glamorous and luxurious experience 
with an intimate twist, the Bar Fitzgerald is 
the place to be! Famous for its chandeliers, its 
authentic frescoes and its art deco furnishings 
with original animal-print fabrics, the Bar 
Fitzgerald is the ideal spot for a drink, an 
informal meal, a homemade pastry or to meet 
Charlotte Gainsbourg, Simon Baker or  Woody 
Allen...

In the evening, the atmosphere becomes more 
elegant and guests dress up to enjoy the sunset 
accompanied by exquisite piano notes. The 
night is really tender and the creations of our 
head barman not to be missed.



43 ROOmS
At the Belles Rives, all rooms have been individually 
renovated, each has its own personality, with 
balconies opening onto the Mediterranean or the 
Cap d’Antibes.

Cosy and warm, the 1930’s decoration is conveyed 
by an alliance of straight graphics
Ruhlmann style, 50’s whims the Madeleine
Castaing way and rich Pierre Frey fabrics. 

When bath time comes along, you will understand 
why the Carrara marble is named «thigh of the 
emotive muse»...

AND SuITES





VALmONT
BEAuTY CORNER

Since June 2018, Belles Rives chooses to celebrate its brand new beauty corner with the 
famous beauty brand Valmont*, a family company that perfectly reflects the property’s 
culture.

Elegant treatments are broadcasted in a place that breathes art and style, creating an 
intimate link between wellness and expertise.



FRENCH RIVIERA
ON THE BEACH

A Legendary Place!

A magic cove nestled at the beginning of the Cap 
d’Antibes, the Belles Rives Beach embodies the soul 
and the atmosphere of Francis Scott Fitzgerald’s 
“Tender is the Night”. 
The club provides a terraced sun-deck, a sandy beach, 
a jetty with private boats dock and water sports, a 
lounge bar and a restaurant next to the water.

Summer flavoured dishes with a Provencal influence 
are proposed everyday : grilled fish, salad bar, scampi 
skewers…all accompanied by a chilly glass of rosé 
wine!

The home made pastries, daily realized by our Pastry 
Chef Steve Moracchini (awarded Pastry Chef of 
the Year in 2016) can be enjoyed at the Beach Bar & 
Restaurant or taken away.

Sea, sports and sun !

Swimming lessons, aquagym, fitness and … waterski !
boat rides and renting, scuba diving, deep-water diving 
massages, free access to the Hotel Juana’s Health Club 
and heated outdoor swimming pool.

With the first rays of sunshine, the « Belles Rives Ski Nau-
tique Club » welcomes beginners and pros on the pier of 
the hotel, starting 7 in the morning : ski rides,  high-rising 
parachute rides ski bus, banaba boat rides, etc.  
Don’t miss out on the fun !

At the end of the summer, the water ski challenge "Grand 
Prix de Juan les Pins" is an event not to be missed for all 
the little champions of water sports and their parents…





SOCIETY CLuB
BELLES RIVES

whAt IS the beLLeS rIveS SOCIety CLub ?

The Belles Rives Group organizes its own events 
throughout the year.

From an auction of elitist art to the Fitzgerald Prize, 
the Belles Rives Group sets on fire the Riviera with the 
famous Thursdays’ party on the beach called Villas 
Belles Rives. It also provides fine-dining evenings 
with the Bacchus dinners or the wine club tastings. 
On the summer, the Belles Rives private beach holds  
the “Grand Prix de Ski Nautique”.

All those events are reflecting the style, the elegance 
and the French art of living, values that the Belles 
Rives group cares.
bAL MeILLAnd®

Inaugurated in September 2018, the "Bal Meilland®" 
is an annual charity event born from a partnership of 
values and knowledges between Marianne Estène-
Chauvin, president of the Belles Rives, and Matthias 
Meilland.

Those common values, supported by the Mayors of 
Antibes and Grasse and by the CRT (Comité Régional 
de Tourisme) are : create a flower (the Belles Rives 
rose by Meilland), choose a destination (the Cap of 
Antibes) and promote a local know-how (the flowers 
and the perfume industry of the French Riviera) to 
achieve to a worldwide cause.

With this exceptional event that aims to bring the 
region’s economic players and industry leaders 
together, the two families wish to pay tribute to 
the entire fragrance industry, the local heritage of 
the Côte d’Azur, including horticultural operators, 
creators and major industrial groups of flavors and 
cosmetics in the sector.  
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FITZGERALD
PRIZE

SCOtt FItZGerALd PRIZE

The Scott Fitzgerald prize is awarded annually in May and reward a literary 
novel reflecting “the elegance, wit, style and taste of the art of living” of 
the American writer, author of The Great Gatsby.

The members of jury are Bertrand de Saint-Vincent, Christophe Ono-dit-
Biot, Daphné Roulier De Caunes, Hélène Fillières, Frédéric Beigbeder, 
Marie-Dominique Lelièvre, Eric Neuhoff et François Armanet.



VILLA
BELLES RIVES

vILLA beLLeS rIveS

In summer, every Thursday night, you can live unic 
moments on the Belles Rives Beach during parties directly 
on the sandy beach with live DJ & dance floor : Fire on the 
Beach, CoppaKabana, DJ Beach Clubbing, Flower Power...



Out of the ordinary venue in the ideal «roaring Twenties» setting. 
Take advantage of the Belles Rives’ unique seaside location for 
the organisation of all types of events from prestige cocktails 
to weddings, product launches, corporate meetings, incentives, 
business lunches, wine tastings, etc. 
Let our Chef help you impress and seduce up to 600 guests !

Contact our sales department : 
commercial@bellesrives.com – T. + 33 4 93 61 08 70

CREATE
YOuR EVENT

Shootings :
Our pier and jetty have already been immortalised by 
the series «The Persuaders», shot onsite.  The quality 
of our interior and exterior decoration is particularly 
prone to fashion shoots and belle époque films, a true 
theater for your creativity. 

Press contact : Christine Pigot-Sabatier
christine@pascalevenot.fr - 01 53 53 41 29

Shooting contact : Communication Department
rchaussat@bellesrives.com - + 33 4 97 21 73 74



FRANCIS SCOTT FITZGERALD
ERNEST HEMINGWAY
MISTINGUETT
GERALD ET SARA MURPHY
PABLO ET OLGA PICASSO

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
MAURICE CHEVALIER
JACQUES-HENRI LARTIGUES
RAMON NOVARRO
JEAN COCTEAU

LES ANNÉES FITZGERALD

SALVATORE ADAMO
S.A. LA PRINCESSE ASCHRAF PAHLAVI
JEAN-CHRISTOPHE AVERTY
JOSEPHINE BAKER
EDDY BARCLAY
MICHAEL BOND
PIERRE BOUTEILLER
DANY CAREL
RAY CHARLES
MILES DAVIS
S.A. LE DUC ET LA DUCHESSE DE KENT
S.A.R. UMBERTO DE SAVOIE
S.G. LA DUCHESSE DE WINDSOR
S.A.R. LE DUC DE WINDSOR
ELLA FITZGERALD
NORMAN FOSTER
FRANÇOISE GIROUD

FLORENCE GOULD
STEPHANE GRAPELLI
CLAUDE LUTER
ADRIAN LYNE
SIMON Mc CORKINDALE
JEANNE MOREAU
GERARD PHILIPPE
EDITH PIAF
YVAN REBROFF
SERGE REGGIANI
DJANGO REINHART
PIERRE REY
FRANÇOISE SAGAN
OMAR SHARIF
CHARLES TRENET
MICHAEL YORK
TERENCE YOUNG

LES ANNÉES 60

JEAN ALESI
ROLAND BARTHES
GUY BEDOS
MARIE PAULE BELLE
JEAN-CHARLES BLAIS
PATRICE BLANC-FRANCART
BJORN BORG
MICHEL BOUJENAH
DEE BRIDGEWATER
CAB CALLOWAY
CARLOS
LUCIANO CASTELLI
CESAR
FRANCOIS CLUZET
DANIEL COHN-BENDIT
S.A. LE PRINCE EDWARD D’ANGLETERRE
JEAN D’ORMESSON
S.A.R . LE ROI ALBERT II DE BELGIQUE
S.A. LE PRINCE ALEXANDRE DE BELGIQUE
S.A.R. LA REINE PAOLA DE BELGIQUE
S.A. LA Gde DUCHESSE DE LIECHTENSTEIN
S.A. LA PRINCESSE DE LIECHTENSTEIN
NADINE DE ROTHSCHILD
MICHEL DEON
DOMINIQUE DESANTI
CH. DU LUXEMBOURG

PATRICE DOMINGUEZ
STEPHAN EISCHER
FRANCOIS FELDMAN
SARAH FERGUSON
REINER FETTING
JEAN-MICHEL FOLON
OLIVIER GAGNERE
FRANCOISE GILLOT
MARIE TRINTIGNANT
JACQUES WEBER
SIMONE WEIL
XAVIER GOUYOU-BEAUCHAMP
PIERRE GRANIER-DEFERRE
LINDA GRAY
RUDD GULLIT
DARRYL HANNAH
JOHNNY HALLIDAY
HANS HARTUNG
CHARLES HERNU
ROBERT HOSSEIN
TREVOR HOWARD
JULIA MIGENES JOHNSON
PATRICIA KAAS

LES ANNÉES 80
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LES CÉLÉBRITÉS DU BELLES RIVES



BERNARD LAVILLIERS
JEAN-MARIE LE CLEZIO
CAROLINE LOEB
ANDY Mc DOWELL
PATRICE MARTIN
JACQUES MARTINEZ
RAOUL MILLE
FREDERIC MITTERRAND
PIERRE MOSCOVICI
ARMIN MUELLER-STAHL
HELMUT NEWTON
OLIVIA NEWTON-JONES
ERIK ORSENNA
CHRISTINE PASCAL
PALOMA PICASSO
CLAUDE PICASSO

PATRICK POIVRE D’ARVOR
GEOFFREY REEVES
SONNY ROLLINS
FRANCESCO ROSI
ISABELLA ROSSELLINI
MITISLAV ROSTROPOVITCH
PAUL SCHRADER
MICHAEL SCHUMACHER
PETER SCMEICHELL
ALICE SPRINGS
JOAN SUTHERLAND
ANDRE TECHINE
JEAN PHILIPPE TOUSSAINT

LES ANNÉES 80... SUITE

JEAN-JACQUES AILLAGON
PRINCE AL WALID
ROSELYNE BACHELOT
FREDERIC BEIGBEDER
FRANCOIS BERLEAND
ERIC BESSON
ANDREA BOCELLI
CHRISTIAN BOURGOIS
CARLA BRUNI
YURI BUENAVENTURA
JEAN-MARIE CANAC
HELENA CHRISTENSEN
GEORGES CLOONEY
CARL COX
CINDY CRAWFORD
JOSEE DAYAN
ADELAÏDE DE CLERMONT TONNERRE
CARL PHILIPPE DE SUÈDE
JONATHAN DEE
CATHERINE DENEUVE
ARIELLE DOMBASLE
ALAIN DUCASSE
ATOM EGOYAN
JEFFREY EUGENIDES
FRANCOIS FILLON
CHARLOTTE GAINSBOURG
JUDITH GODRECHE
JEAN-JACQUES GOLDMAN
FRANCOIS HOLLANDE
DENNIS HOPPER
MIKE JAGGER
MARIANNE JAMES
THADÉE KLOSSOWSKI DE ROLA
DIANA KRALL
MICHELLE LAROQUE
JUDE LAW
ANNIE LENNOX
BERNARD-HENRI LEVY
THIERRY LHERMITTE
LIO
PATRICK MODIANO
JEAN-FREDERIC NEUBURGER
ERIC NEUHOFF
CHRISTOPHE ONO DIT BIOT

VINCENT PEREZ
BERNARD PIVOT
HENRI PROGLIO
PATRICK RAMBAUD
DAPHNE ROULIER DE CAUNES
SEGOLENE ROYAL
EVE RUGGIERI
GONZAGUE SAINT-BRIS
YVES SIMON
PIERRE SOULAGES
KEVIN SPACEY
RINGO STARR
ROD STEWART
AMOR TOWLES
DIDIER VAN CAUVERLAERT
ARSENE WENGER
LAMBERT WILSON
RONNY WOOD
RAMA YADE
XAVIER DEMAISON 
EMMA DE CAUNES  
ELSA ZYLBERSTEIN
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
STING
WOODY ALLEN
EDOUARD BAER
SIMON BAKER
ANTONIO BANDERAS
DAVID GUETTA
SOFIA COPPOLA
ALEC BELDWIN
PASCAL BRUCKNER
ROBERT GOOLRICK
JOHN BOORMAN
MARCUS MILLER
RUBEN OSTLUND
JAY MCINERNAY
PARTICK BRUEL
JAMEL DEBBOUZE
JULIEN CLERC...

AUJOURD’HUI
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TO BE CONTINUED...


